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We characterize quotient reflective subcategories of Top torally reflective w.r.t. exponentiable 
embeddings as disconnectednesses. Using this result we give an example of an epireflectivc sub- 
category of HCompt which is not a disconnectedness of HCompt. 
Introduction 
In [12] Pasynkov introduced the notion of partial product of topological spaces 
over open embeddings for studies in dimension theory. Dyckhoff (cf. [6]) pointed 
out that a reflective subcategory of Top is totally reflective w.r.t. open embeddings 
if and only if it is closed under the formation of Pasynkov’s partial products. Then 
in [7] Dyckhoff and Tholen described the universal meaning of partial products on 
an arbitrary morphism and showed that a well-behaved category has partical pro- 
ducts only on exponentiabIe morphisms. Furthermore they proved Dyckhoff’s 
result of [6] in this more genera1 setting. 
From these results, it follows that the largest possible class of embeddings over 
which Top has partial products is the class of locally closed embeddings, as these 
are exactly the exponentiable embeddings of Top (cf. [IO]). In this paper we 
characterize the quotient reflective subcategories of Top which are closed under the 
formation of partial products over the class of locally closed embeddings. We prove 
that these categories are exactly the d~sconnectednesses of Top in the sense of 
Arhangel’ski and Wiegandt (cf. [l]). 
Moreover, we prove that the only nontrivial disconnectedness totally reflective 
w.r.t. embeddin~s is the category ,X0. 
Finally we show that a disconnectedness of a totally reflective subcategory in Top 
is again totally reflective in Top and this result allows us to prove the existence of 
an epireflective subcategory of HCompt which is not a disconnectedness of HCompt, 
giving a negative answer to this problem, first suggested by Nyikos in 1976 (cf. [I 11). 
We refer the reader to [S] for notations and definitions not explicitly given here. 
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1. Preliminary remarks 
Let ,YL be a category with finite products. Recall a definition from [7]: 
Let s: U +X be a morphism of Z and Y an object of ,Yl. A partial product 
P=P(X, U, Y) of X and Y over s is a diagram 
P2 
Y-Q-/?l-U 
s’ 1 1 s 
Pi 
P-X 
such that the previous square is a pullback and, given a diagram 
4 
Y----Q--f-” 
S” I I s 
f ” 
P’-x 
with the square a pullback, there is a unique pair (h,k) such-that 
commutes. 
Let 9be a full and replete reflective subcategory of Top with reflector r : Top + 9 
and reflection morphisms rx : X-t rX. Let S b e a class of morphisms in Top. The 
category W is said to be totally reflective w.r.t. S if for all s : I!_+ rX in S the pull- 
back rl of r over s is uniquely 9-extendable. 
According to [7, Corollary 2.2 and Theorem 3.11, we have: 
(a) Top has partial products over locally closed embeddings; 
(b) A reflective subcategory B of Top is totally reflective w.r.t. locally closed 
embeddings if and only if 9 is closed under partial products over locally closed 
embeddings. 
Let now X, Y be topological spaces; let f: X - Y be a morphism. Say that f 
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is .9-cancellable if, for every PE 9 and for every g,,g, : Y+ P such that g, f =g2f, 
we have g, =g,. 
Let A be a subspace of X. Denote by E$(A) the largest subspace B of X such 
that A is contained in B and the inclusion of A into B is :9cancellable. 
A subspace A of X is said to be .9-epiclosed in X if E;(A) = A. 
If X and A belong to 9 it is easy to see that A is @epiclosed in X if and only 
if the inclusion of A in X is a .Y-extremal monomorphism (cf. 121). 
2. Totally reflective subcategories and disconnectednesses in Top 
We are going to characterize the quotient reflective subcategories of Top closed 
under partial products over the largest possible class of embeddings. 
Theorem 2.1. Let 9’~ 6 be quotient reflective in Top. Then the following are 
equivalent: 
(a) 9 is totally reflective w.r. t. locally closed embeddings; 
(b) 9 is totally reflective w.r. t. closed embeddings; 
(c) 9 is totally reflective w.r.t. point embeddings; 
(d) W is a disconnectedness (cf. [l]). 
Proof. Implications (a) * (b) = (c) are trivial. 
(c) = (d). Let X be a space of the disconnectedness Uygenerated by Yin Top and 
p a point in rX. Let 
X------t rX 
be the pullback of s along rx. Since r: is V-extendable, Q is @connected (cf. [3]). 
But X is an element of U.9 So every @connected subspace of X is a singleton. Con- 
sequently r x is a monomorphism and then X E Ob 9, as 9 is closed under mono- 
morphisms. Then .9= r/9’, which means that 9 is a disconnectdeness. 
(d) = (a). Suppose go= WY. Let X be a topological space and s : U+ rX a locally 
closed embedding. By [4, Proposition 3.41, regular monomorphisms of 9coincide 
with embeddings and so U is an epiclosed subspace of rX. Let 
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be the pullback complement of s along r x. Recall that the reflection map yx is the 
quotient map which identifies the points of each Y-component of X (cf. [l, 131). 
By [4, 2.1 i], we have that the Y-component of x in X coincides with E$((x~). Let 
4 be a point of Q. Then Eg(((q)) =E$({q)), as the class of extremal monomor- 
phisms of Yis cornpositive. Then r x is the quotient map (topological quotients are 
hereditary on locally closed subspaces) which identifies the points of each @corn- 
ponent of U, that is rxI = Y’. 0 
Theorem 2.2. The L~n~~ue Flop-trivium d~~co~necfed~ess of Top totally reflective 
w.r. t. embeddings is the category 3;. 
Proof. First, consider the disconnectedness of Top whose objects are all the To-spaces. 
Let X be a topological space and rx : X + rX the ir;,-reflection of X, which is the 
quotient map identifying the points of each indiscrete component of X. Let s : U+ rX 
be an embedding and consider the ~ulIback 
X-rX 
of rx over s. We want to show that rx / : Q-+ U is a To-quotient. Let V be a sub- 
space of U such that (rXI)-‘( V) is open in Q. Then there is an open subspace W of 
X such that Wf7 Q= (rx,)-]( V). But the indiscrete component of each point XE Q 
is contained in W, because W is open. Then W= (rXI)-‘{rX( W)), hence r”(W) is 
open in rX and V is open in U. 
In the example below we are going to construct a topological space X and a 
subspace U of its Tr-reflection rX such that rxl : (r~,)--‘(~) -+ U is not a topological 
quotient. So q is not totally reflective w.r.t. embeddings. Moreover, since rX is 
O-dimensional, rx : X-t rX is the reflection of X in any nontrivial disconnectedness 
different from sO, which proves the statement. q 
Example 2.3. Let (R, r) be the Sorgenfrey line and S = (a, b} be the Sierpinski space, 
where {a] is the only non-trivial open. Consider the topological product X’= 
(R, z) x (I?, t) x S and the topological space X whose topology is generated by the 
open sets of X’ and the set 
The ‘I;-components of X are exactly the 7;-components of X’ of the form {(x,_y, a), 
(_~,JJ, b)j, as x and y vary in R. Besides, the q-reflections rX and rX’ of X and X’ 
coincide with the product of two copies of (R,t). Consider the subspace U= 
IO, CQ[ x10, mf U ((x,0) ( x20) of rX. The restriction rxl : (rxi)-‘(U) + U is not a 
quotient map. Indeed B=]O, (XJ[ x JO, m[ U {(O, 0)) is not an open subset of U and 
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(vXI))‘(B) is open in (rX,))‘(U), since it is the intersection of the open set A with 
(6) ‘V-0. 
Corollary 2.4. Let 9 be fotully reflective in Top w.r.f. a class S of locaffy closed 
embeddings closed under pullbacks. Let 9 be a disconnectedness in M. Then 9’ 
is totally reflective in Top w.r.t. S. 
Proof. If Ub’ denotes the disconnectedness generated by 9’ in Top, then #‘= 
LrYn P (cf. [S]). Then by Example 2.3, cl@” is closed under partial products over 
any locally closed embeddings and, in particular, over every SES. Since #’ is also 
closed under partial products over S, 9 is totally reflective in Top w.r.t. S, by 
Theorem 2.2. fl 
Remark 2.5. By Corollary 2.4. we have that every disconnectedness of HCompt, 
Haus, Reg, Tyth is totally reflective w.r.t. open embeddings, as they ail are totally 
reflective subcategories of Top w.r.t. open embeddings (cf. [6]). This result shows 
the existence of an epireflective subcategory of HCompt which is not a discon- 
nectedness of HCompt, solving a problem given by Wyikos in [II]. In fact, the 
epireflective hull 8 in HCompt of a strongly rigid compact Hausdorff space is not 
totally reflective w.r.t. open embeddings, as regular monomorphisms in :‘R do not 
coincide with cIosed embeddings (cf. 13, Example 1.1 I]), and [2, Proposition 31 
holds also for reflective subcategories in Top. 
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